
VHEDIA HEAD UNIT 
REPLACEMENT

2014 NW PAJERO EXCEED

INCLUDES ROCKFORD FOSGATE SOUND SYSTEM 



INITIAL LOOK

Notes:
The 2014 NW Pajero come out with a few different head units.  The one 
pictured is for the later NW with the head unit that requires the wiring kit 
that is also for models that suit the Mitsubishi Outlander 



SUPPLIED TOOLS

The supplied tools work really well to remove the dash components



FASCIA REMOVAL
Once the fascia has had the air vents removed 
and any obvious screws removed using two 
hands grip the front sides of the fascia with 
both hands and firmly pull out.  It can require a 
little effort.



CLIMATE CONTROL REMOVAL
The climate control unit should pull out easily



UNDO SCREWS
Undo the 4 screws to remove the unit 



UNIT SHOULD PULL OUT
Should pull out far enough to easily unclip the 
connections



EMPTY SPACE



VHEDIA HEAD UNIT



CONNECT WIRING HARNESS

The supplied wiring harness should connect up nicely with the plugs 
from the car to the back of the head unit. Not all connections from 
the car need to be plugged in.



PLASTIC CLIPS

When putting the unit back together ensure all the white plastic clips are present.  They can fly off during deconstruction. 
Replacements can be sourced through various shops or dealers.  I highly advise that every slot have the clips in place to 
ensure a tight fit to reduce movement. 



PUSH THE HEAD UNIT IN FIRMLY TO CLICK INTO PLACE

Push the head unit in firmly to click into place, 
reconnect all cables and click all the 
components all back into place 



ADDITIONAL NOTES
• I modified the original radio 

bracket to give extra strength as a 
4wd.

• I removed the standard Pajero 
card holder with a switch unit 
while I had the dash apart. Gen 4 
Pajero Card Holder Switch Panels 
– Nautia Engineering

https://nautia.com.au/product-category/switch_panels/switch-panels/

